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Executive Summary  
 

The purpose of the present document is to provide a description of the functional and 

technical specifications of the EXTRO SKILLS platform. This platform aims at introducing novel 

technological tools to fashion industry education that will allow the exploration of knowledge 

and practices in exports activities of the textile and clothing industry. 

More particularly, the platform will offer in-service training to staff of the companies 

interesting in training on exports on the use and effective integration of trends. Based upon 

the feasibility study conducted for the purposes of the present project, the platform will take 

full advantage of ICT that will be used as a tool to accomplish tasks like the following: 

• Develop tools and resources supporting the creation of a strategic vision for training and 

learning in the textiles and clothing industry with capabilities of expansion also to other 

thematic. 

• Engage and motivate staff of the sector to access the learning resources online. 

• Provide opportunities to learn in alternative and challenging ways, using a wide range of 

sources of information and techniques to support critical thinking. 

• Enable both collaborative and individual work. 

• Enable users to improve their skills and knowledge. 

The EXTRO SKILLS platform stores content from the educational specialists/teachers/trainers 

of the project team. The type of information exchanged can be static content, for instance, 

videos, documents, presentations etc., interactive content like quizzes for self-assessment, 

assignments and/or exercises and of course communication-type information in forums 

and/or chats. 

 

From this point on, the term teacher refers to the educational specialist who prepares content 

for the EXTRO SKILLS platform whereas the term student refers to end users (staff, students) 

who want to participate in the EXTRO SKILLS platform and the term course refers to a set of 

interactive or non-interactive educational content prepared by the educational specialists. 

 

The following paragraphs formulate the functional specifications of the platform in terms of 

the user centered approach adopted by the EXTRO SKILLS project, and finally explain the 
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choice of the Moodle CMS as the basis of the EXTRO SKILLS platform. Then Moodle’s features 

and properties among which its educational philosophy are further described, and finally the 

main technical specifications are presented. 
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Introduction  

 

Fashion industries need a flexible workforce that can respond to the development and the 

globalized market and the trend and need for internationalization. The workforce needs to be 

well qualified and ready to face the increased competition and rapid technological changes. 

To be compete in the global market fashion industries have to be smarter and able to adapt 

to changes. To achieve this, fashion industries need new education and training systems and 

tools for their existing and potential workforce in order to respond to the demands of the 

labour market and the global competition. In a framework of global competition, innovation 

and development are crucial elements to provide fresh impetus to a sustainable and 

competitive industry. 

The staff working in the export departments consists a crucial entry point for supporting the 

fashion sector, given their role and influence in the value chain. The designed platform will be 

a technology and data - driven market place to facilitate access to data related to international 

markets, visibility, finance, mentorship and training. But in order to deliver the online training 

platform, there is a need to understand the fashion industry from the perspective of the 

different players i.e. exports, suppliers, buyers, retailers and financiers. From this end this 

platform will contribute also to undertake a market study with the aim of developing an online 

interactive market place for EU MSMEs in the textile and fashion industry.  

The online training platform will specifically look at the export training within fashion sector 

as an important contributor to economic growth and job creation in Europe. The platform will 

focus on online training and will facilitate dissemination of knowledge and sharing of 

experience. Moreover, it will serve as a medium for all stakeholders in the field to share 

concerns and advice, as well as promote employment opportunities. This platform will be 

served as a high-quality ICT Tool for MSMEs and will contribute to: 

• Improve and extent of high quality learning opportunities tailored to the needs of 

export and fashion marketing personnel 

• Define a professional profile for the exports and fashion marketing experts 

Studies have demonstrated that the use of digital platforms can increase trainees’ /users’ 

performance. Because the end users (trainees, staff etc) are more engaged, get immediate 

feedback and are easily able to build a foundation of knowledge, they become better able to 

learn and retain new concepts. Adaptive learning technology, an innovative component to 
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learning platforms, is able to individualize lessons to assess the students’ knowledge and assist 

them with concepts they need help with. 

Thus, in this feasibility study we will check if Moodle is a viable alternative as a software 

management learning system for our platform in areas of functionality, usability, and total 

cost of ownership.  

Best Software Management Learning System  

The best learning system solution is defined in this study as one in which the following 

components are considered that sufficiently met: 

• Interoperability and Flexibility 

• Cost effectiveness 

• Support and Training 

• Ease of Use 

• Scalability 

• Sustainability 
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1. Functional Specifications  
 

The development of the EXTRO SKILLS distance learning platform consists of the following 

main tasks: 

1. To develop the EXTRO SKILLS distance learning environment, by elaborating, adapting 

and enhancing available distance learning technology 

2. To provide tools for EXTRO SKILLS content authoring and uploading 

3. To support the EXTRO SKILLS user profiling scheme 

Major functionalities required by the EXTRO SKILLS distance learning platform include: 

1. Support of multi-linguality (primarily for European languages) at the user interface 

2. Implementation of asynchronous e-learning 

3. Support of the main EXTRO SKILLS educational scenarios  

5. Course content management  

6. Virtual space availability users to up/ download content and to share content 

7. Mechanisms for search of content 

8. Information sharing and communication among users, by exploiting facilities such as 

forums and chats. 

The user chooses to enter the DLP by providing his credentials using his internet browser. 

The html code provided by the platform must conform to the appropriate standards so 

that the choice of a specific browser wouldn’t be an issue for the user. 

Broadband connection to the Internet over a dial-up telephone line (typical) or an ISDN, 

ADSL line (preferable) is necessary. After authorization the DLP shows the front page of 

the site. The user chooses a course, possibly after searching the available courses for 

material. Subscription to a specific course will be an option for the teacher by providing a 

course enrolment key to the student. Further navigation through the material of the 

course is possible from the course main page. There will be instructions included for the 

extensive use of the material. There will be also questionnaires which will help the user 

to choose the material he studies according to his level of ICT knowledge and to assess 
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himself after he has seen the material in the course. The data collected shall help the 

teachers to evaluate the quality of the presented material. 

The static content offered by the EXTRO SKILLS platform shall be videos, documents, 

presentations, simple text, images and links to other internet sites. Care must be taken so 

that the format of the chosen content will be cross browser. This means that there must 

be no need for the user to download and install additional software to view the content 

as far as possible. This can be accomplished if, for example, the chosen format for videos 

will be the Flash format (flv) and for documents the portable document format (pdf). Most 

browsers can handle the last two formats intrinsic. 

Because of the user-centered approach of the platform we will examine the specifications 

with reference to each role a user can have within the system. 

Through accessing the platform, a student/trainee may want to: 

Search the list of courses available in the site and choose a course to login. 

2. Review the course schedule. 

3. Download teacher assignments, if there are any. 

4. Edit/update his/her profile 

5. Upload his/her personal teaching experience within the classroom. For example, upload 

a video showing him/her teaching. 

6. Get updated on information regarding upcoming events or class activities. 

7. Use the communication facilities (chats, forums, journals) to communicate with teacher 

or other trainees. 

8. Participate in the assessment of various aspects of the course delivering process, by 

answering course-wide quizzes, questionnaires or opinion polls, opened by teachers or 

administrators. 
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2. Moodle as a basis for EXTRO SKILLS Distance Learning Platform 

2.1 Feasibility Study for the E-Learning Platform  
 

The EXTRO SKILLS Distance Learning environment is based on the Moodle (acronym for 

Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment) educational software package. 

Moodle is an open source and free Learning Management System (LMS) for producing and 

supporting internet-based courses and web sites. 

The choice of a both open-source and free platform, such as Moodle, for the EXTRO SKILLS 

distance learning environment, is made on the basis of the Feasibility Study (IO4) conducted 

within the EXTRO SKILLS project. A set of candidate platforms, both proprietary and free, have 

been examined and evaluated, 

(i) As to the degree to which they meet the EXTRO SKILLS functional and technical 

requirements, including multi-lingual support, (further detailed in the following 

paragraphs herein), 

(ii) As to the time and man-effort required for developing additional features for EXTRO 

SKILLS, not readily available within each platform, 

(iii) As to the installation / operation / management cost incurred to the EXTRO SKILLS 

scale user groups. Proposed Modules  

A report on the more popular candidate platforms evaluated. All candidate platforms aim to 

provide a learning environment that: 

➢ is multi-lingual up to varying degrees, 

➢ does not require specific hardware / software system configurations, 

➢ complies to international learning standards (IMS / SCORM, AICC, IEEE LOMs, etc.), 

➢ offers a considerable degree of personalization for the learner, including personal 

paths into the course material, 

➢ is easy to install and manage and presents the user with a friendly interface, 

➢ offers detailed monitoring for the student paths into the material, 

➢ offers teachers authoring tools for content creation and editing, 

➢ offers teachers facilities for various methods of student assessment (test, 

quizzes,etc.), 
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➢ offers users parallel facilities for communication and exchange of ideas, such as 

forums, chats, etc. 

Among them, Moodle is chosen as a technically sound and functionally satisfactory, yet cost- 

and effort-effective solution for EXTRO SKILLS. Specifically, Moodle is the only one among the 

candidate platforms to combine all properties mentioned above (at satisfactory levels) with 

the open source and free (GPL) software status. 

Given the distribution of EXTRO SKILLS users and the variability of the underlying / existing 

resources upon which the EXTRO SKILLS system is expected to operate, the free status is 

indispensable. 

On the other hand, the declared position of the Moodle society and developers to stay with 

the open source status for the platform, assures that whatever improvements are contributed 

to the package worldwide will automatically be available to the EXTRO SKILLS users at no cost. 

These issues give Moodle a clear advantage as to the EXTRO SKILLS project. 

 

3. Properties and Features  
 

Three major aspects that have prompted the choice of Moodle as the basis for the EXTRO 

SKILLS distance learning environment are (i) its key properties, (ii) its educational philosophy 

and (iii) its set of features. 

3.1 Moodle’s Key Properties  
 

❖ High availability 

An LMS should be robust enough to serve the diverse needs of trainees, administrators, 

course creators and instructors simultaneously. Usage patterns will vary with the specific 

context of the deployment. But in general, Moodle presents a web-based interface, allowing 

learners, tutors, and administrators routinely to log in and carry out their daily tasks. 

❖ Scalability 

The infrastructure is able to expand or scale to meet future growth, both in terms of the 

volume of instruction and the size of the student body. Moodle runs on a wide variety of web 
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servers / database technologies. As with any installation of a server-based software system, it 

is crucial to refine carefully the choice of hardware, operating system, and database system, 

to ensure that the system can cope with a high throughput. 

A technically sound consensus within the Moodle community seems to be that a Linux-based 

web server running Apache, with PHP installed as well as a PHP accelerator, is commonly the 

best choice, and that the web server and database server should sit on separate machines. 

It should be possible to load-balance a Moodle installation, for example by using more than 

one web server if necessary. The separate web servers should query the same database and 

refer to the same filestore area, but otherwise the separation of the application layers is 

complete enough to make this kind of clustering feasible. Similarly, the database could be a 

cluster of servers (e.g. a MySQL cluster). 

All this implies that the architecture of Moodle makes it easy to respond to future demand, 

by adapting the technologies upon which it runs. What is interesting is that this should be 

possible even in a live setting, to improve the service without major disruption. 

❖ Usability 

To support a host of automated and personalized services, such as self-paced and role-specific 

learning, the access, delivery and presentation of material must be easy-to-use and highly 

intuitive — like, e.g., surfing on the Web or e-shopping. Perhaps the best brief description of 

Moodle usability is "simple and powerful". The Interface guidelines aim to help developers 

work towards a highly usable system – and the general impression is that Moodle excels in 

this area. 

❖ Interoperability 

To support content from different sources and multiple vendors' hardware/software 

solutions, the LMS should exchange data using open industry standards for web deployments. 

• For authentication, Moodle supports authenticating against LDAP, which is the most widely-

used standard protocol for this purpose. It also supports authentication based on direct 

database lookup (e.g. in an external Oracle database), or on the Shibboleth protocol, or 

alternatively using IMAP, NNTP, CAS or FirstClass. 

• For enrolment, Moodle supports the use of an LDAP server (e.g. Active Directory), and the 

IMS Enterprise standard (via a downloadable plugin). 
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• For content, there are a number of aspects:  

✓ Moodle supports the import / export of Reusable Learning Objects 

✓ packaged according to the SCORM / IMS Content Packaging standards. 

✓ Quiz questions can be exported in the international standard IMS QTI 2 format. 

✓ RSS newsfeeds can be integrated into a Moodle site or course. 

✓ Forum discussions can be accessed as RSS newsfeeds, and therefore integrated into 

other RSS-capable websites or systems. 

The use of XML for import/export is standard in Moodle. The "web services" method of 

exchanging data with other systems (e.g. via SOAP or XML-RPC) is not yet standard - but is in 

active development. 

❖ Stability 

The LMS infrastructure can reliably and effectively manage a large enterprise implementation 

running 24 hours per day, 7 days per week. 

❖ Security 

As with any outward-facing collaborative solution, the LMS can selectively limit and control 

access to online content, resources and back-end functions, both internally and externally, for 

its diverse user community. Moodle's current system of roles includes 

✓ administrators, 

✓ teachers, 

✓ teachers without editing privileges (sometimes called teaching assistants), 

✓ students, and 

✓ guests. 

Each has a clearly defined set of privileges and cannot act beyond those. The basic unit of 

organisation is the course. An administrator can assign any number of teachers (with or 

without rights to edit content) to a given course, which has its own file area as well as its own 

discussions forums and other activities. Teachers can decide whether content is visible or 

hidden to students. Moodle is designed and audited to be secure for its purpose. A security 

issues/announcements site exists at http://security.moodle.org/  

 

http://security.moodle.org/
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4. Moodle set of features for EXTRO SKILLS Platform  

 

The complete set of features that Moodles offers to the course creator, tutor, student, as well 

as to the site administrator, span site, user and course management functionalities and 

comply with the pedagogical concepts described in the earlier section. These features fulfill 

adequately the EXTRO SKILLS requirements and the users’ needs as these are defines by the 

Feasibility Study conducted within the project. 

❖ Overall design 

 

• EXTRO SKILLS Platform is designed to promote collaborative activities and critical 

reflection 

• It is suitable for 100% online classes as well as supplementing face-to-face learning 

• Using Moodle as the basis of EXTRO SKILLS Platform allows the users to have a fairly 

simple lowtech browser interface 

• Easy installation since it requires only one database. 

• It supports all major brands of database (except for initial table definition). 

• Full list of courses with their description, allowing guest access (provided by the 

course creator) 

• Course creators can organize courses in categories, virtually an indefinite number of 

courses can be hosted in the platform; there exists a search facility 

• Emphasis on strong security throughout. Forms are all checked, data validated, and 

cookies encrypted. 

• The embedded WYSIWYG HTML editor allows text entry areas (forums, resources etc) 

to be edited. 

 

❖ Site management 

 

• Site management is conducted by the administrator defined during the setup 

procedure 

• The administrator customizes the site colors, fonts and layout to suit the needs of the 

users; Moodle possesses plug in “themes” for that purpose. 

o Plug-in activity modules can be added to existing Moodle installations 
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• There exist language packs covering the needs of EXTRO SKILLS users; Moodle 

provides additional plug-in language packs that allow full localization to any language. 

• The code is clearly-written PHP under a GPL license - easy to modify to suit diverse 

user needs 

 

❖ User management 

 

• At the end of the project, the administrator’s involvement will be reduces to a 

minimum while retaining high security. 

• Since Moodle supports a range of authentication mechanisms, it allows easy 

integration with existing systems. 

• Users should have valid email addresses which will be verified by confirmation; they 

can then create their own login accounts. 

• Standard email method: students can create their own login accounts. Email 

addresses are verified by confirmation. 

• LDAP method: account logins can be checked against an LDAP server.Administrator 

can specify which fields to use. 

• IMAP, POP3, NNTP: account logins are checked against a mail or news server. SSL, 

certificates and TLS are supported. 

• Email addresses can be protected from display if required.  

• A timezone is provided for every user to cater for posting dates, assignment due dates 

etc. 

• Every user can choose the language used for the EXTRO SKILLS interface (English, 

Greek, French, Spanish and Romanian) 

• Each person requires only one account for the whole server - each account can have 

different access. 

• The administrator controls the creation of courses and assigns users to courses both 

as teachers and as students. 
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❖ Course management 

 

• A course creator has full control over all settings for a course, including restricting 

access of other teachers. 

• Week and topic formats are used in EXTRO SKILLS; discussion-focused social formats 

are not required. 

• Each course can have its own theme of layout 

• There could be a variety of course activities: Quizzes, Glossaries, Resources, 

• Recent changes to the course since the last login can be displayed on the course home 

page - helps give sense of community 

• Most text entry areas (resources, forum postings etc) can be edited using an 

embedded WYSIWYG HTML editor. 

 

 

4.1 Assignment Module 
 

The existence of an Assignment module is required within the EXTRO SKILLS web learning 

platform. The various functionalities of the Moodle Assignment module are not all 

required, though as shown form the feasibility study: 

➢ Assignments can be specified with a due date and a maximum grade. 

➢ Students can upload their assignments (any file format) to the server – they are date-

stamped. 

➢ Late assignments are allowed, but the amount of lateness is shown clearly to the 

teacher (not required) 

➢ For each particular assignment, the whole class can be assessed (grade and comment) 

on one page in one form. 

➢ Teacher feedback is appended to the assignment page for each student, and 

notification is mailed out. 

➢ The teacher can choose to allow resubmission of assignments after grading (for re-

grading)  
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4.2 Chat Module 

 

The Moodle chat activity will be exploited by EXTRO SKILLS Platform on an optional basis.  

 

4.3 Glossary Module   

 

A Glossary module is welcome within the EXTRO SKILLS web learning platform. In general, a 

glossary facility is appreciated by e-class teachers and students, as it allows the formation of 

a glossary on course-related terms and material, which progresses as the course “matures”. 

 

4.4 Lesson Module   

 

The existence of a Lesson module is required within the EXTRO SKILLS web learning platform. 

Lesson is the main way to communicate course material to the e-class students. EXTRO SKILLS 

lessons are primarily delivered on face-to-face manner; yet, the course material is 

subsequently made available electronically in the platform for asynchronous student use 

(browsing, repetition, study, etc.): 

• A lesson is a series of pages that can be presented in a linear fashion, like a slide show, or 

in a non-linear, branching manner, or a combination of the two 

• Pages can allow students choices through teacher directed questions or branches, 

• Navigation through the lesson can be straightforward or complex, logical or random 

• Lessons can build upon each other through conditional dependencies upon one another, 

• Pages can be imported either as questions in a variety of formats or from Powerpoint 

presentations, 

• User attempts, time limits, minimum score and retakes could be set, 

• Page content is HTML compatible, with a full set of edit tools for the teacher, 

• Lessons could be password protected. 
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4.5 Resource Module   

 

The existence of a Resource module is required within the EXTRO SKILLS web learning 

platform. File import / export facilities under various formats is critical for this purpose: 

• Supports display of any electronic content, Word, Powerpoint, Flash, Video, Sounds etc. that 

are stored locally, or remotely, 

• Files can be uploaded and managed (zipped, unzipped, renamed, moved, etc.) on the server 

• Folders can be created and managed on the server and linked to, 

• Internal web pages (html formatted) can be created with WYSIWYG editor and linked to, 

• Internal text pages (no formatting) can be created and linked to 

• External content on the web can be linked to or seamlessly included within the course 

interface, 

• External web applications can be linked to with data passed to them 

• Linked MP3 audio files will display with elegant flash player. 

 

5. Technical Specifications  

5.1 Moodle Architecture  

 

In order to run Moodle one needs a web server that supports the PHP programming language, 

and a database. Although practically any web server would do, the Apache web server with a 

MySQL database is the proposed combination. It should be noted that Apache, PHP and 

MySQL are typical to almost all commercial web hosts, even low-cost ones. 

In the web host employed, the Moodle Learning Management System (LMS) is split in three 

parts: 

1. The Application directory: One directory with many subdirectories for the various modules 

of the Moodle software package. 
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2. The Data directory: Whatever material users upload (assignments, photos, text, etc.) is 

stored in the data directory. 

3. The Database: Course material (content) created for courses offered via the Moodle (web 

pages, quizzes, workshops, lessons, etc.), grades, user information, and user logs are stored 

in the Moodle database. 

These parts cooperate to provide the Moodle learning environment. 

❖ The Moodle Application Directory 

In a typical Moodle installation, the Application Directory includes a number of subdirectories 

(admin, auth, backup, blocks, calendar, course, doc, enrol, error, files, filter, grade, lang, lib, 

login, message, mod, pix, rss, sso, theme, user, userpix). These contain the modules and code 

for the various functionalities of the package. 

The Moodle homepage is accessed through the index.php file. Courses are presented to the 

user by a set of .php pages that reside under the /course subdirectory of the Application 

Directory. 

❖ The Moodle Data Directory 

The files uploaded to the server by the users, are stored in a data directory. These data are 

not open for public access. Protection is implemented either by using a .htaccess file to “hide 

out” the directory, or by manually placing it outside the web server’s document directory. 

❖ The Moodle Database 

Most of the information residing in a Moodle site is stored in the Moodle database. Objects 

created using Moodle are stored there, such as the html code for web pages created for 

courses, links to web sites, forum settings and contents, quizzes, etc. 
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5.2 Installation  

 

The installation of Moodle proceeds in the following steps: 

1. Get space and rights on the web server, 

2. Create the subdomains and/or directories necessary for Moodle and its data, 

3. Get and unpack Moodle, and upload it to the web server, 

4. Create the data directory, 

5. Create the Moodle database, 

6. Set up the cron process, 

7. Activate the installation routine and specify settings for the new Moodle site. 

 

Installation instructions are available in the Moodle website, http://moodle.org/ updated 

regularly with new versions of Moodle. 

 

➢ Get space and rights on the web server 

Moodle is run through a web server. The web server required should have the capabilities 

needed to run Moodle – essentially one that offers Apache, PHP, and MySQL. In case a web 

server has to be installed and activated first, an inexpensive option is to use another open-

source tool: XAMPP from http://www.apachefriends.org. XAMPP is an easy, all-in one installer 

that installs Apache, MySQL, PHP, and Perl. It is available for Linux, Windows, Mac, and Solaris 

systems. Purchase of hosting services on a web server that hosts Moodle is also an option, in 

case the user (student) groups are limited. In order to decide upon the question of purchasing 

hosting services or setting up and running one’s own Moodle site, critical resources are 

(i) the disk space occupied by the Moodle package (approximately 60 MB) plus the expected 

student data files, and 

(ii) the bandwidth required for access to the material at satisfactory response times. 

http://moodle.org/
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➢ Create the subdomains and/or directories for Moodle and its data 

It is convenient to set up a subdomain within the Moodle site domain and install Moodle 

therein. This technical solution allows, e.g., for testing new configurations “covertly” on the 

same server and site, before making them available for the users (students). 

 

➢ Get and unpack Moodle; upload it to the web server 

Moodle can be downloaded as a single compressed file from the Download Moodle page in 

the official website, http://www.moodle.org/. Typical version and format choices are Latest 

stable branch (currently, 1.4) and .zip format, respectively. 

 

➢ The Moodle data directory 

When the Moodle install script is run, the installer asks the operator to specify a directory in 

which to store course material. For security, this directory should be outside the main Moodle 

directory. This allows for two choices: 

• Either install Moodle into a subdirectory, and the data into another subdirectory. 

• Or, alternatively, install Moodle into its own domain, and the data into another 

domain. This is usually the easiest option. 
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